





	Text-Jhtyp9DWYK: Thomas J Strayhorn
	Text-6E0GjqGl-T: September 27, 2023
	Text-rcRelYcO_9: September 27, 2023
	Text-ESp66b86oE: 10:30 AM
	Paragraph-_4pDgRKXsl: Today, I experienced a vivid visual hallucination. I saw a scene from my traumatic event where I was trapped in a car after an accident. It felt like I was right back in that moment, and it lasted for about 3 minutes. The intensity was around 8 on a scale of 1 to 10.
	Paragraph-bNzyGLc9gn: The trigger for this hallucination was passing by a car accident on my way home from work. The sound of sirens and the sight of the damaged vehicles brought back the traumatic memories.
	Paragraph-nGpk2PhhK4: Before the hallucination, I felt relatively calm but a bit anxious due to the traffic jam caused by the accident. During the hallucination, I felt sheer terror and helplessness, just as I did during the actual accident. Afterward, I felt extremely distressed and emotionally drained.
	Paragraph-HOs7gfJDBp: During the hallucination, my thoughts were dominated by the fear of being trapped again and unable to escape. I couldn't differentiate between the past and the present, and I believed that I was back in that car, reliving the trauma.
	Paragraph-WwxA97iGLS: I tried to ground myself by focusing on my breathing and reminding myself that I was safe and not in that car anymore. I also tried to name five things I could see, hear, touch, and smell to bring myself back to the present moment.
	Paragraph--0pBGpGCuy: This hallucination significantly affected my day. It made me late for an important meeting at work because I had to pull over and regain my composure. It also left me feeling drained and unable to concentrate on anything else.
	Paragraph-xODavyP4C3: The distress from the hallucination lasted for about an hour. It took me that long to fully calm down and regain control of my emotions.
	Text-aHI8O-yyso: 8
	Text-4un9FDU7n8: 9
	Paragraph-Z5PWqHAHes: I've noticed that these hallucinations are becoming more frequent lately, especially when I encounter triggers related to the accident. It's incredibly distressing, and I'm worried about how it's affecting my daily life.
	Paragraph-IQ5_s1WA6a: I'll bring this diary to my therapy session tomorrow to discuss it further with my healthcare practitioner and explore potential adjustments to my treatment plan.
	Paragraph-cGuM3mrYeD: I'm hoping that by sharing this diary with my healthcare practitioner, we can work on strategies to manage these hallucinations and reduce their impact on my daily life.


